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To the L.A. City Council Immigration Committee, 

We write to you as faculty, educational professionals, and students from Cal State LA to urge you to 
adopt a set of concrete policies that provide sanctuary to our city’s immigrant residents. In

yT/°, eTCt 3nimpenetrable &ewaU between the local criminal justice system, including LAPD, and federal immigration enforcement.

Currendy, despite Special Order 40, the LAPD, . continues to assist the federal government in the
detention and deportation of immigrants in two keys ways: First, when officers arrest an immigrant 
her/his/their fingerprints and information are automatically entered into a federal crime database ’ 
that is automatically cross-referenced with immigration records. This means that any arrest and 
booking may lead to deportatton. For this reason, we urge the City Council to decriminalize 
violent infractions such as street vending, homelessness, graffiti, etc. In many cases, such arrests do 
not lead to criminal convictions but they may trigger a person’s deportation which has dire 
consequences for the immigrant and his/her/their family.

non-

Secondly the LAPD continues to participate in joint task forces and/or raids that include federal 
agencies like ICE and CBP. There is ample evidence that shows that federal immigration authorities 
take advantage of joint criminal task forces and raids to make “collateral arrests” of any 
imdocumented or otherwise deportable immigrant caught up in their investigation. The LAPD 
s ould adopt a policy of non-cooperation with any joint task force or multi-agency investigation that 
involves federal immigration enforcement or where information collected 
will be shared with ICE or CBP. as part of the investigation

We also support community demands for a new Special Order that prevents the LAPD or any city 
agency from collecting information on immigration status or country of birth, prevents federal 
agents from accessing any city facility without a court-issued warrant, and prevents LAPD from 
cooperating with immigration holds or transfers. ‘

As a federally designated “Hispamc-Semng University,” Cal State LA is uniquely vulnerable under 
the I rump administration policy of mass deportation. We are home to at least 1,5000
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undocumented or DACAmented students, and most members of our campus community have 
immigrant family members, friends, and neighbors that are at risk for deportation or detention. For 
reasons we outlined above, immigrant communities view the LAPD as a threat to their personal 
safety. This must be changed.

Sincerely,

Dr. Alejandra Marchevsky, Professor of Liberal Studies 
Dr. Beth Baker, Professor of Anthropology
Dr. Amina Bakeer Abdul-Jabbar, Assistant Professor of Pan-African Studies
Dr. Enrique Ochoa, Professor of History and Latin American Studies
Dr. Carlos Tejeda, Professor of Education
Mr. Steve Teixeira, Career Services Specialist
Ms. Luz Burjon, Director of the Dreamers’ Resource Center
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An Appeal to the Los Angeles City Council Committee for 

Immigrant Affairs, Civil Rights and Equity

To: Council Members of the Committee: Gilbert A. Cedillo, Chair; Herb J. Wesson, Jr., Curren 
D. Price, Jr., Nury Martinez, David E. Ryu

From: Los Angeles Clergy, December 7, 2017

We call upon the Los Angeles City Council to encourage the LAPD to adopt policy, practices, 
procedures and protocols that will protect the dignity and safety of immigrants in Los Angeles. 
LAPD Special Order 40 does not anymore reflect the values of Los Angeles, and we call for its 
replacement in a new Order that incorporates the language and spirit of the Mayor’s Executive 
Directive 20, and the vision of the California Values Act (SB54).

For us clergy, the most grievous offense to God is the use of power against the powerless: the 
widow, the orphan and above all, the stranger. As people of faith we rely on the biblical 
command to “treat the stranger with respect” which appears 36 times in Hebrew Scriptures, 
more than any other commandment. In the book of Matthew, we are told to welcome the 
stranger; and Mohamed calls on his followers to respect human dignity — “0 people, give unto 
one another greetings of Peace; feed food unto the hungiy; honor the ties of kinship.”

Methodist Bishop Minerva G. Carcano, a prominent immigration reform advocate and the 
child of an undocumented immigrant recalls the experience of those who are too often forced to 
hide in the shadows—undocumented immigrant workers and their families. “Our immigrant 
brothers and sisters ... keep working for the benefit of us all,” Carcano said. “Immigrants pick 
our crops, put food on our tables, build our roads and our homes, tend to the needs of our
children and our elderly parents, beautify our communities, and inspire our congregations.....
We will never cease raising our voices to God who loves the immigrant among us, and whose 
justice shall prevail.”

Drafting a new police policy does not happen very often, evidenced by the fact that Special 
Order 40 has been the LAPD’s immigration policy for almost forty years. It is imperative that 
LAPD’s new policy with regard to its relationship to federal immigration enforcement be as 
strong as possible to protect our immigrant communities from the current Administration’s 
designs for increased detentions and deportations.

As clergy representing the diverse faith communities of Los Angeles, we implore the Los 
Angeles City Council to use all of its influence on the Los Angeles Police Department and the 
Police Commission to lead the way and put into place a written policy that goes beyond what is 
expedient, truly fortifying the protection of our vulnerable undocumented friends, neighbors 
and fellow Angelenos to the greatest extent possible.

Don’t feed the ICE machine! Date __ /—
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